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No.5 SQUADRON,ROYALFLYINGCORPS 1913-1915
WingCommander R.Hollingworth via AndyThomas

(a verbatim transcript)

The notes are intended to be supplementary to the book
“Recollections of an Airman” by Lt Colonel L.A. Strange
DSO MC DFC, and to notes prepared by Group Captain G.I.
Carmichael DSCAFC (see CCI 45/2).
With the exception of James McCudden’s book, almost

all writings about the Royal Flying Corps have been done by
officers. I joined the Royal Flying Corps as an Air Mechanic in
1913, therefore I write from the viewpoint of an “other rank” in
these early days.

Ijoined No.5 Squadron, RFC at Farnborough late in
September, 1913, being one of the first of those who had
enlisted direct into the Royal Flying Corps and not

transferred from another regiment or squadron to do so. The
Squadron had been formed in July, 1913, under the command
of Major J.F.A. Higgins, Royal Artillery.
At that time the non-commissioned ranks consisted of 2nd

Class Air Mechanic, 1st Class Air Mechanic, Sergeant, and
Sergeant Major 2nd Class. There were no Corporals or Flight
Sergeants.The pay was 2ndAM, 2/-d per day; 1st AM, 4/-d per
day. I do not know what the pay of a 2nd Class SergeantMajor
was but I assume 8/-d per day as, when Flight Sergeants were
introduced just before war broke out, they got 7/d per day and
Corporals 5/-d. These sums appear very low by present day
standards, but beerwas 1½d a pint in the canteen, and a supper
of fried egg and bacon with tea and bread and butter could be
bought at the local Soldiers’ Homes for 5d, two eggs andmore
bacon 7d.
Discipline was strict but, due no doubt in the first place

to the tolerant attitude of the CO, by no means oppressive.
The Squadron disciplinary Sergeant Major, SM2 Parker, an
ex-Grenadier Guardsman, barked a lot but bit little. Most of
the Sergeants were ex Royal Engineers or had enlisted direct
from civil life which meant they were much more concerned
with getting a job done than in the finer points of soldering.
One or two officers belonging to other Squadrons had, how-
ever, brought with them ideas of Regular Army discipline,
and on one occasion I remember seeing a Sergeantmarching a
party ofmen along the road beside the factory at Farnborough

give “Eyes Right” to a pilot who was taking off in a Maurice
Farman aeroplane a hundred yards or so parallel to the road,
just to be on the safe side.
The RFC had no barracks of their own but were accommo-

dated in spare rooms inNorthCamplines.TheRecruits’Depot
was in Blenheim Lines at that time occupied by the Grenadier
Guards. No.5 Squadronwere in rooms inMalplaquet barracks
occupied by the Royal Munster Fusiliers, and in Oudenarde
barracks occupied by the Black Watch. These barrack lines
were upwards of a mile and a half from Jersey Brow where the
aeroplane sheds were which meant a route march four times
a day. The RFC had one cook-house in Malplaquet Lines so
they lived and messed independent of the regiments whose
barracks they occupied. Besides No 5 Squadron there was
at Farnborough at the time RFC Headquarters – Brigadier
General Henderson in command – and Flying Depot which
was the aircraft pool and repair depot.
Virtually all the officers were either professional soldiers

who had been through Sandhurst or had been brought in
under specialist qualifications. The prospects of commis-
sioning from the ranks in times of peace were, therefore, very
small. The result was that the “other ranks” were as varied a
bunch as could be imagined. I had had a secondary school
education and found no great difficulty in taking all the Army
Certificates of Education required for promotion up to the 1st
Class Warrant Officer within six months of joining, but there
were somewho came in who had had a better education than I
had. One was reputed to hold a BA degree. On the other hand
one fellowwhohad been transferred fromanother regiment as
an officer’s batman admitted that he lost 3d a day proficiency
pay because he could not pass the Third Class Certificate of
Education. The vast majority, however, had been accepted
because that had some engineering knowledge and training

Air Mechanic Reuben Hollingworth.


